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Abstract 

  

It is empirically proved that the IS alignment with business strategies leads to peak 

organizational performance. This strategic alignment of information systems is an 

area that has been the subject of numerous research activities. The focus of the 

majority of these studies has been the relationship of business performances and the 

IS alignment and measuring the alignment of information systems. The present 

research introduces a comprehensive framework that can be used to align ERP, 

which is the ultimate existence of the current IS, with corporate level business 

strategies of an organization. 

 

The methodology for the present research is based on case study methodology and a 

leading high-tech component manufacturer is selected for qualitative analysis. A 

conceptual framework was developed on the basis of literature on previous studies 

and then the selected business case was profoundly studied to best match the 

framework for the selected industry. The case selected for the study was used to 

maintain the validity of the framework for the entire industry by obtaining the 

findings from multiple sources and aligning to industry standard practices. Then the 

framework is tested for the same business case proving the applicability and the 

validity of interpretations. 

 

The ultimate finding of the research is the framework that can be used for aligning 

ERP with corporate level business strategies i~ the high-tech component 

manufacturing industry. The researcher derives the most suitable competitive 

strategy dimensions (Corporate level) parallel to Potter" competitive forces, for the 

high-tech component manufacturing industry and models, each strategy that comes 

under each dimension and, the expected IS supportability for each strategy. 

Ultimately, the model calculates the alignments and visualizes the ways of improving 

the alignment while figuring out the business intensity of the investment. 

 

 



  

The present research contributes to the empirical literature by carrying the strategic 

alignment of information system phenomenon, a step forward. It derives a model and 

shows that alignment measuring can be used for more productive IS investment 

decisions. This study effectively contributes to the industry as the framework allows 

aligning the ERP with business strategies coping with peak performances. It drives 

the managers towards more effective decisions on investment, actualizing the 

intensity of the results. The model would be further used to fine-tune the ERP 

implementation processes making sure that the optimum business value could be 

achieved from the ERP rather than providing solutions for some current operational 

issues. 


